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Abstract
Owning to the losses incurred from the occurrence of certain events at Cultural Heritage Sites
(CHS’s), conservation of its Cultural Heritage (CH) assets is reported to be threatened. The
losses while qualifying for disasters to an affected CHS have necessitated proactive measures
in the conservation of CH assets (individual and collective) aimed at reducing the risks of their
exposure to eventual disasters. Foremost in such measures is the assessment of Disaster Risks
(DR) whereby good practice (assessment of DR) conceptualises it (DR) to being a collective
interplay of four variables namely: hazards, vulnerability; capacity and exposure. While
deeper insights to the manifestation of each variable is deemed to be gained through a
technique that investigates each variable in a multi-level approach, researches in the CH
domain are yet to fully apply such approach (particularly to all the variables). Therefore, this
research examined the four DR variables with a view to explore their multi-level
manifestations in the domain of CH conservation. With the aid of a structured questionnaire
and by means of conducting a survey, data was collected from 204 respondents at The Historic
Commercial and Residential Zone (Old Quarter) of the Core Zone of Malacca CHS in
Malaysia. Using IBM SPSS Statistics 23.0, a 5-Step Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) was
carried out to analyse the inputted data. The achievement of certain threshold requirements by
the results of this research indicates the fulfilment of some objectives of EFA. For instance, the
reduction of manifest items is evident from the 47 manifest items having factor loadings ≥ 0.6
as against the total of 58 manifest items initially used in the study. Additionally, while the 47
manifest items for all 10 factors retained fulfilled convergent validity (loadings of manifest
items ≥ 0.6), the loadings for the rotation of all 10 factors fulfilled discriminant validity
(loading ≤ 0.3). These 10 factors retained spread across the four DR variables as follows:
hazards (natural and human induced); vulnerability (human, material and managementbased); capacity (human, material and management-based); and exposure (heritage values
and community assets). The EFA technique used in this research has enabled the multilevelling of each variable within the sphere of variable-to-factor and then factor-to-manifest
item. The implication of the approach to multi-levelling of variables is for gaining deeper
insights of DR to CHS conservation. However, it is worthy stating that the manifest items used
in this study are bound to vary both within and across CHS’s, thus, further studies could
embark on a conceptual framework for the assessment of DR that could apply to specific
contexts of DR towards the effective conservation of CHS’s and its CH assets therein.
Keywords: Cultural Heritage Assets; Cultural Heritage Sites; Disaster Risk; Exploratory
Factor Analysis; Manifest item; Variable.

Introduction
Several events have been reported to threaten the conservation of Cultural Heritage
Site’s (CHS) and its Cultural Heritage (CH) assets therein. Some of such events among others
include: landslides and avalanches at the CHS in Upper Svaneti Georgia [1]; floods at CHS’s in
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Portugal and Genoa Italy [2, 3]; climate change at CHS’s in Flanders Belgium, Newcastle
Australia and Derwent Valley Mills UK [4-6]; and earthquake at CHS’s in Byblos City
Lebanon, Bam Iran and Kathmandu Nepal [7-10]. While these events may differ (in type)
across CHS’s, they predominantly impact some effect to CH assets (individual and collective)
during and after their occurrence. The works of [8, 11] report some effects of the occurrence of
such events at CHS’s to include: loss of lives; damage to property; and also significant
disruptions to livelihoods and communities. Although there is variability (within and across
CHS’s) in the occurrence of any such event, resulting effects predominantly bear consequences
that are rather negative to the conservation of CH assets (tangible and intangible). The pulling
together of the reported events and their resultant effects could be deemed to pass for disasters
to CHS’s based on its (disaster) definition by [12-14] to being a type of event leading to the
disruption of the functioning of a community or a society and resulting to human, material,
economic and environmental losses. Therefore, the exposure of a CHS to the occurrence of any
such event could indeed threaten the conservation of both tangible and intangible CH assets.
Optimising the effects of events threatening CHS’s have necessitated measures in
conserving CH assets therein the CHS. Irrespective of the measure however, the ultimate goal
of optimisation is to substantially reduce losses to CHS’s (its CH assets) exposed to Disaster
Risks (DR) (deemed to being the expected outcome of any DR initiative according to [15]). The
first and most crucial measure towards the achievement of a successful loss reduction strategy is
the assessment of DR [16]. Although this claim was made outside the domain of CH
conservation, [17, 18] both stress on the critical importance of the assessment of DR as a
prerequisite for the effective conservation of CH. Hence, the importance of the assessment of
DR towards effectively conserving CH assets (tangible and intangible) against threats of DR
cannot be over-emphasised.
The numerous frameworks for assessing DR across fields is an indication of variability
in existing approaches. However, good practice to assessing DR according to [16, 19] is an
approach which conceptualises it (DR) to being the collective interplay of the following
variables: hazard; vulnerability to the hazard; capacity to anticipate, resist, cope with and
recover from the hazards occurrence; and exposure to DR. This concept of DR was pioneered
by global platforms such as [13, 15, 20, 21]. Although such concept have been universally
applied across fields, authors within the CH conservation domain have also somewhat
expressed DR in line with such concept as can be found in [1, 5, 22–26]. This clearly shows that
the assessment of DR in the CH conservation domain has indeed become a subject of empirical
and conceptual research. Although differing in scope, all of these studies adopted the concept of
DR to propose frameworks aimed at reducing DR to CH conservation via assessment.
The assessment of DR is a sequential process whose starting point according to [13, 27]
is risk identification. Prior to determining the collective interplay of the variables expressing
DR however, the manifestation of each variable should be identified within some specified
context as emphasised by [22, 28-30]. This is important owning to the circumstantial variability
of the DR variables within and across an exposed environment. Whatever the circumstance, a
multi-level approach in the identification of the manifestation of each DR variable is
recommended by [15, 20].While [16, 19] claim that such an approach accords deeper insights to
the comprehension of the collective interplay of DR variables, only the work of [18] in the CH
conservation domain seem to have attempted contextualising the manifestation of the variable
‘hazard’ on a multi-level (primary and secondary) basis. However, the manifestation of the
variables vulnerability, capacity and exposure to DR in this work were given rather less
consideration on such multi-levelling. Notable in other available works that assessed DR in the
CH conservation domain is an approach contrary to the multi-levelling of variable
manifestation. Some works include [5, 17, 18, 24, 31-35]. Impliedly from such, the quest to
gaining deeper insights (in the stages succeeding risk identification which are risk analysis and
risk evaluation) on all the variables collectively interplaying to express DR in the CH
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conservation domain stands to be undermined. Since [15] suggests optimising the reduction of
DR through inclusive measures, rather than selecting variable(s) to multi-level, all variables
need to be accorded appropriate inclusion in whatever proposed measure that seeks to gain
deeper insights from investigating the collective variables interplay in the assessment of DR.
Therefore, the goal of this research is to examine the four DR variables with a view to explore
their multi-level manifestations within the context of CH conservation.
Variables of disaster risk to cultural heritage conservation
The term disaster has evolved to be comprehended as some phenomena which alters or
changes prevailing conditions. While such changes are predominantly perceived to being ‘for
worse’ rather than ‘for better’, the avoidance of disasters rationally speaking is generally a
preferred option as against its occurrence. Disasters according to [12-14] is a type of event
leading to the disruption of the functioning of a community or a society which results to losses
(human, material, economic and environmental among others). Owning to its impacted effects
wherever it occurs, the risks of the exposure to disasters (Disaster Risks; DR) have indeed
become issues of global concern. Therefore, efforts to conceptualise it (DR) have accorded
global acclaim which is evident from its (DR) being a topical issue in global platforms such as
[15, 20, 36]. According to [13], DR is a function of the interaction between variables which are:
hazards; vulnerability; capacity; and exposure. Since such conceptualisation is universal, the
subsequent sub-sections while adopting the explanation of each of these variables will
contextualise them as they relate to the conservation of CH.
Hazards
There exist various definitions of the term hazard. According to [13, 15, 20, 26, 37] a
hazard is a potentially damaging physical event, phenomenon or human activity. Another
definition by [16] portrays a hazard as an event which is a general source of danger. Key in
these definitions (among other definitions) is the qualifying of hazard as an event which by
extension signifies that it (hazard) occurs. Additionally, the occurrence of a hazard infers that it
results to effects bearing negative consequences on an exposed item.
Based on such defining attributes of the term hazard, authors have not only reported
various hazards that have occurred in CHS’s, but also their accompanying effects to the
conservation of CHS’s. For instance, [38, 39] reported that tsunami, earthquake and hurricane
did not only cause enormous damage to the heritage cities and landscapes in Japan, USA and
Indonesia, the hazards had also led to loss of lives, displacement of communities and
repercussions even beyond the borders of the heritage cities. They further report that while fires
engulf and destroy heritage items, floods leave heritage items submerged. Again, the work of
[8] capture some destructions of CHS in Nepal as a result of an earthquake. Moreover, it is
reported in [40] that earthquake, rainfall, termite attack, fire outbreak, landslide, have led to the
loss of lives and economic damages to CHS’s. These reported accompanying effects of hazards
(damage, destruct, disrupt, submerge among others) clearly inform of its negative consequence
to the conservation of a CHS whenever it occurs.
Vulnerability
Vulnerability has several contextualisation’s that is particularly relative to disciplines.
For instance, [41] argues that vulnerability in economics can be in terms of decline in income
and consumption, whereas in the field of Disaster Management, in terms of human and property
losses. Similarly, vulnerability in social works according to [31] is linked to the variability of
social and economic indices. These differing contextualisations show the dynamic nature its
(vulnerability) meaning. Such dynamism also exists in the evolution of the conceptualisation of
the term in the DR domain. As claimed by [19], earlier definitions of vulnerability were
predominantly applied to estimating losses and damages to critical infrastructure (such as
buildings, pipelines and roads among others) resulting from the occurrence of a hazard of given
magnitude. The shortcoming of such a view was its considering DR to being the same for all
http://www.ijcs.uaic.ro
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who were exposed to it. In other words, there was no concept of differential vulnerability.
Eventually, this notion was discarded for the obvious reason attributed to [16] that the term
vulnerability should not focus on hazards alone but should move towards a better understanding
of the processes that generates it (vulnerability) which include a combination of variables that
determine the degree to which people’s life, property and livelihood is put at risk by events.
Hence, a more encompassing interpretation of vulnerability emerged which according to [13,
15, 20] refer to the conditions determined by physical, social, economic and environmental
factors or processes, which increase the susceptibility of a community to the impact of hazards.
Likewise, [33] defined vulnerability as the measure of the extent to which a community,
structure, service or geographical area is likely to be damaged or disrupted on account of its
nature or location by the impact of a particular disaster hazard. From these definitions, it
becomes clear that the term vulnerability is a derivative relying on the ‘condition’ or ‘state of
being’ both of which are ‘inherent characteristic’ of a factor or process that increases the impact
of hazards. While such increment of the impact of hazard (due to existing vulnerability) may
vary within and across CHS’s, it however has adverse effects.
Several factors or processes that have been reported to constitute vulnerabilities to the
conservation of CHS’s among others include: poor enforcement of legislation [42-46];
imbalanced management [47]; poor infrastructure [48]; loss of trades, local cultural practices
and traditions [14, 49-54]; and poor motivation and public engagement [23, 55, 56]. The
characteristics qualifying these reported vulnerabilities do not only inform on the negativity in
its presence (innate state) also, it could equally increase the effect of any eventuality occurring
during the conservation of CHS.
Capacity
Although differing in type or context, the conceptualisation of the term capacity has
general appreciating across fields of study. According to [12, 19], capacity is recognised as the
assets, resources and skills available within a community, society or organisation that are
fundamentally important and used to reduce risks of a disaster. Another definition by [13] refers
to capacity as the combination of all the strengths, attributes and resources available within a
community, society or organisation to manage and reduce DR. Although used interchangeably
with other terms (local resources, coping strategies, coping mechanisms, adaptability and
coping ability) capacity constitutes a set of conditions that in essence, offer an antithesis to
vulnerability [19]. From these definitions it becomes clear that similar to vulnerability, the term
capacity is a derivative relying on the ‘state of being’ or ‘inherent characteristic’ of a factor or
process.
Several factors or processes that have been reported to constitute capacities to the
conservation of CHS’s among others include: heritage knowledge [23, 44, 52, 57]; community
networking or involvement [58, 59]; efficient infrastructure such as roads, water, electricity,
sanitation, telecommunication [60]; training or skill development or specialized workforce [32,
61-64]. The characteristics qualifying these reported capacities do not only inform on the
positivity in its presence (innate state), rather unlike vulnerability, it could decrease the effect of
any eventuality occurring during the conservation of CHS.
Exposure
Although there exist differences in assets exposed to DR in CHS’s, they however are
susceptible to the effects (losses) disasters pose. According to [13, 21] exposure refers to
people, property, other assets or systems exposed to hazards. Likewise, [5] define exposure as
the presence of people, environmental services and resources, infrastructure, socioeconomic or
cultural values in CH assets that could be adversely affected by a stress. Also referred to
elements at risk by [65], exposure refers to the elements within a given area that have been, or
could be, subjected to the impact of a particular hazard. These definitions show that the very
presence of items in a given environment (such as CH assets in a CHS) makes them susceptible
to the effects of an eventual disaster.
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Several authors have reported the assets exposed to DR in a CHS. These include people
[3, 33, 66-68]; CH assets [3, 31, 32,]; livelihood [53, 68-71]; businesses and investments [70];
socio-economic activities [67]; the community [12]; water [72]; and supply chain distributions
[67]. The items exposed to DR in a CHS from these studies inform that they (the items) are not
only tangible (human or material), rather, intangible assets (such as processes and systems).
Methodology
This research uses a multi-faceted approach to data collection. It initially reviewed
literature to identify manifestations of each DR variable within the context of CH conservation.
Afterwards, a questionnaire is designed (initial version in English but translated to Malay
language and Mandarin) to collect data by means of a survey on the effect of the exposure of
CH assets to DR from the residents of the Core Zone of Malacca CHS in Malaysia (specifically
The Historic Commercial and Residential Zone also called Old Quarter).
Using snow-ball sampling, the researchers identifying respondents having interest in
conservation who subsequently recommend other respondents having similar interest [73, 74].
Such sampling design is informed by the recommendations of [23, 25, 75-77], that all
recommend obtaining data from those genuinely interested in conservation of CHS’s. This is
necessary due to contestations and divergent opinions on it (conservation of CHS’s) from
different stakeholders. From the information obtained in [78], the estimated population at the
Core Zone of Malacca CHS in 2006 was 3,720. However, information obtained from Melaka
World Heritage Office indicate that there are about 5,000 people living and working in the Core
Zone of Malacca CHS as at June 2016. Using a 95% confidence and 5% margin of error from
the sample size table of [79], the sample size corresponding to the total population (5,000) for
this study is 365. Similarly, the sample size estimation graph by [80] also gives a sample size of
approximately 365 for such population.
Using IBM SPSS Statistics 23.0, Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) is carried out to
analyse the inputted data specifically to examine the structure or relationship between variables
and manifest items. This is one among several objectives of conducting an EFA as outlined by
[81, 82].
Results and Discussions
Out of the 365 distributed questionnaires, 204 questionnaires were returned (constituting
55.89%). There are several diverging opinions regarding the adequate sample size to use for
EFA. While A.B.A. Costello and J.J.W. Osborne [81] is of the opinion that sample adequacy
should be based on subject to item ratio, B. Williams et al. [82] and J.F. Hair Jr. et al. [83]
proposed that 100 cases and above should be a guiding rule of thumb. Based on such, the 204
cases seem sufficient for this research. After M. Saunders et al. [84] posits that what is most
worthy of consideration regarding return rates of a data collection tool is the sufficiency of the
returned tools to represent the phenomena being studied.
Although there exist several approaches to carrying out an EFA, the 5-step EFA protocol
by [82, 85] will be used in this study. The steps are: determining data suitability; extraction of
factors; determining the number of factors to retain; selecting the rotational method; and
interpretation and labelling. The subsequent sub-sections present and discuss result of this study
for each step of the EFA.
Data Suitability
The two tests that assess data suitability to be used for an EFA are the Kaiser–Meyer–
Olkin (KMO) and the Bartlett's Test of Sphericity. While the former is used to determine the
sampling adequacy, the later establishes the statistical significance for a given data to be
considered appropriate for an EFA. Data for this research yielded a KMO of 0.813. This value
while considered satisfactory (based on the acceptable 0.5 minimum KMO threshold by [82,
http://www.ijcs.uaic.ro
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86,] goes to show that the sample used in this research proves sufficient. Furthermore, the
results of the Bartlett's Test of Sphericity is significant (p = 0.00 0) which informs that an EFA
will be suitable for the data of this research for p < 0.05 as stated by [87].
Extraction of Factors
Factor extraction involves determining the factors that can be used to best represent the
interrelationships among the set of variables studied [87]. The several methods of factor
extraction according to [81, 88] include: principal component; un-weighted least squares;
generalized least squares; maximum likelihood; principal axis factoring; alpha factoring; and
image factoring. Irrespective of the method used however, the purpose of the data extraction is
to reduce a large number of items (manifests) into meaningful factors [82]. For this study, the
Principal Components (PC) method is used. The PC according to [87] is the most commonly
used method of factor extraction in conducting an EFA. Results from such extraction yielded a
total of 10 factors as depicted in Table 1.
Table 1. Number of factors extracted
Independent
Dependent
Total

Variables
Hazard
Vulnerability
Capacity
Exposure to Disaster Risk

Factors extracted
2
3
3
2
10

Out of the 10 factors extracted, 2 factors are for the independent variable ‘hazard’, 3
factors are for the independent variable ‘vulnerability’, 3 factors are for the independent
variable ‘capacity’ and 2 factors are for the dependent variable ‘exposure’ to DR.
Number of Factors Retained
While the extraction of factors in EFA is one thing, retaining all of them is another.
However, the decision to retain a specific number of factors should be based on the factors
fulfilling certain criteria. A criteria reported by [82, 89,] is that a manifest must have a
minimum loading of 0.6. From the results of the component matrix having a total of 58 manifest
items, 47 of them distributed across all 10 factors extracted with each having loading values of
0.60 and above. Results of the component matrix was chosen as against both the pattern and
structural matrix because it (the component matrix) not only have seemingly better item
distribution across factors but also better factor loadings (≥ 0.6) which signify better convergent
validity between items to factor. Another criteria for the retention of a factor in EFA according
to [74, 83, 85,] is for a factor to have an Eigenvalue ≥1. All 10 factors extracted have
Eigenvalues ≥1 (refer to Table 2). Again, the cumulative percentage of the variance explained is
another criteria in retaining a factor in EFA. Although [82] report that no fixed threshold of the
cumulative percentage of the variance explained exist (due to disagreements in different
disciplines), [90] suggests a minimum value of 50% to be acceptable. Based on such threshold,
results of all 4 variables in this study prove satisfactory (hazard, 54.313%; vulnerability,
59.979%; capacity, 51.669%; and exposure, 54.231%. Table 2 illustrates these results.
Adding to the afore-presented criteria’s, the caution by [85, 87, 91] sheds light on the
decision to retain factors. They suggest that three or more items should load on a factor for it
(the factor) to be retained. Such advice becomes beneficial during later stages of data analysis
(Confirmatory Factor Analysis; CFA) because instances could arise whereby a factor (or
construct) fails the modelling fitness criteria as a result of low factor loading or high
Modification Index among other criteria. As such, re-specifying the model to becoming fit may
warrant the deletion of manifest item/items from the factors. However, re-specifying models
whose factors have less than 3 manifest items might either not run or may not yield good fitness
indices. Based upon all such requirements, all the 10 factors extracted shall be retained.
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Table 2. Factors retained
Variables

Independent

Hazard
Vulnerability

Capacity
Dependent

Exposure
Total

Factors

Eigenvalue

Variance
explained
(cumulative)

1
2
1
2
3

3.056
1.681
2.211
1.685
1.479

43.710
54.313
35.418
48.867
59.979

1
2
3
1
2

3.684
1.682
1.351
3.415
1.103

38.337
41.275
51.669
41.145
54.231
10

Manifest
items
used for
survey
13
15

16
14
58

Manifest items
that passed
suppression
≥ 0.6)
6
5
4
4
5
5
4
4
5
5

Total

11
13

13
10
47

Rotation
After establishing the required number of factors to retain, they (the factors) are rotated
to ease interpretation. The two main approaches to factor rotation are orthogonal and oblique
[81,85,87]. While the results of the former are uncorrelated, those of the latter are correlated.
The use of an oblique rotation to an orthogonal is recommended by [81] since the oblique
rotation reproduces an orthogonal solution but not vice versa. Furthermore, the oblique rotation
produces more satisfactory results because while an orthogonal rotation produces a rotated
component/factor matrix, an oblique rotation produces a pattern, structure and component
matrix [89]. This gives variety in the selection of the most optimal results. Hence, the oblique
rotation (Direct Oblimin technique specifically) is chosen in this study. Table 3 shows the
results of the rotation of the factors extracted and retained.
Table 3. Factor loadings from rotation.
Factors
Cross Factor Loading
Hazard
1-2 (2-1)
-0.251
Vulnerability
1-2 (2-1)
0.227
1-3 (3-1)
-0.291
2-3 (3-2)
0.158
Capacity
1-2 (2-1)
0.204
1-3 (3-1)
0.196
2-3 (3-2)
-0.259
Exposure
1-2 (2-1)
-0.226

These results show that cross-factor loadings (absolute value) are all less than 0.3 for all
DR variables. Although these values indicate ‘low’ correlation for loading ≤ 0.3 according to
[74, 87], these results are satisfactory since they indicate discriminance (rather than
convergence) between factors. This means that hardly will any 2 factors under same variable
measure the same issue. It is worthy stating that a value of 1.00 was obtained for the cross
factor loadings (along the diagonal of the 2×2 and 3×3 matrices in this study) of factors 1-1, 2-2
and 3-3. The reason for such value according to [74] is because any factor is always perfectly
correlated with itself.
Interpretation and Labelling
Interpretation and labelling of factors in EFA involves the researcher examining some
common theme amongst items of a factor then giving the factor a name [82]. While [89] report
http://www.ijcs.uaic.ro
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that no guideline exist on interpreting results of an EFA, [85] stress that the items to define a
factor should share some conceptual pattern of the common factor. Based on such, the naming
of each of the 10 factors retained was done through examining some common conceptual theme
of the collection of manifest items of every factor. Results of such process is depicted in Table
4.
Table 4. Name of factors
Variables
Hazards

Vulnerability

Capacity

Exposure

Items
Rising damp on wall and floor; Rainfall (too little or
too much); Thunder/lightening; Severe winds; Erosion
(water, wind); Humidity
Noise (vehicles, construction work, etc); Fire; Traffic;
Urban development; Relocation of community
members
Deficient skills; Poor motivation and public
engagement; Conflict (on heritage and development);
Neglect/abandonment of heritage property
Scarce material resource; Short water supply (quality
and quantity); Poor infrastructure (roads, water,
electricity, sanitation, telecommunication); Short
supply of First Aid
Legislation sufficiency; Regulation enforcement;
Limited
funds/financial
resources;
Limited
communication and Early Warning System; Tourism;
Training/skill development; Heritage knowledge;
Community networking; Self-motivation; Precautious
attitude; Raising awareness
Abundant material resource; Abundant water supply
(quality and quantity); Efficient infrastructure (roads,
water, electricity, telecommunication); Effective First
Aid
Efficient
emergency
response;
Efficient
governance/management; Access to information;
Stand-by utilities and/or Critical facilities (water,
electricity,
telecommunication,
hospitals,
transportation)
Historical value; Architectural value; Cultural value;
Spiritual value; Economic value
People’s lives; People’s livelihood; Tangible heritage
assets (buildings, artefacts, scripts and other
collections); Intangible heritage assets (language,
songs, poetry, cultural practices); Businesses (source of
income); Natural resources (air, rivers, land, trees,
vegetation)

Theme
Primary source of
event

Labelled Factors
Natural
Human-induced
Human

Negative innate
characteristic in

Material

Management-based
Human

Positive innate
characteristic in

Material

Management-based

Heritage Value
Cultural Heritage
Items

Community Assets

While the naming of each factor is in accordance to the collective theme of the manifest
items forming the factors, each variable is within the context of its definition presented in text.
Conclusion
This study embarked on the assessment of DR to CHS conservation based on its
conception to being a collective interplay of four variables which are: hazards; vulnerability;
capacity; and exposure. Based on existing definitions of each of these variables, their
manifestations are contextualised from what obtains in literature on CH conservation studies. In
a bid to explore the multi-level manifestations of each variable, an EFA technique (5-step
approach) was employed with a view to exploring the multi-level manifestations of the DR
variables.
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The achievement of certain threshold requirements by the results of this research
indicates the fulfilment of some objectives of EFA (among others) reported by [82]. For
instance, the reduction of manifest items of this study from 58 to 47 (refer to Table 2).
Similarly, the ‘convergence’ of all manifests of each factor (loadings of factors ≥ 0.6 according
to [74]. Likewise, results from the rotation of factors (in Table 3) indicates discriminance
between factors of same variable loading ≤ 0.3 according to [74, 87].
The 5-step EFA approach used in this research has enabled the multi-levelling of each
variable of DR. Such multi-levelling is within the sphere of variable-to-factor and then factorto-manifest item in the CH conservation domain. While the variables have been conceptualised
to collectively define DR, the manifest items were obtained from literature based on the
working definitions of each variable. However, the 10 labelled factors (natural and human
induced hazards; human, material and management-based vulnerabilities; human, material and
management-based capacities; and the exposure of heritage value and community assets)
presented in Table 4 are all conceived from this research. These labelled factors alongside their
manifest items will be further used to develop a model to assess DR towards the effective
conservation of CHS’s and its CH assets therein.
The implication of this research is for gaining deeper insights of DR to CHS
conservation (based on the multi-levelling of variables). While such may obtain in sister
domains, the earlier articulated issue of the assessment of DR in the CH domain lye in the
approach not only in conceptualising DR but adopting strategies that will aid gaining deeper
insights. However, it is worthy to state that the manifest items used in this research are bound to
vary both within and across CHS’s. Thus, further studies could try to embark on a conceptual
framework for the assessment of DR that could apply to specific contexts of DR towards the
effective conservation of CHS’s and its CH assets therein.
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